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1: the BuSIneSS oF BeIng an artISt

15 august, 2014  |  Petapan Symposium for aboriginal art

Facilitator: enrique Ferreol, artsnS

Moderator: Louise Profeit-Leblanc

note taker: akou Connell

Panelists: Jordan Bennett, Sara roque, ursula Johnson  

Panel Discussion
art is attached to the sacred . We are in touch with creation and the creator . art is not 

just for people in galleries . artists work in all conditions . Questions are encouraged . 

Pepper the panelists with questions . Words to honour the elders who have helped move 

things ahead and pray for and encourage the people in their communities .

Sara roque
In the pronunciation of “Petapan”, she had a moment of connection with a similar word 

in anishnabe . She feels that she is among real warriors . She works at the ontario arts 

Board and interacts with many artists who need advice and resources . her community 

has grown immensely . Working in the aboriginal community, she tells young people 

that they may not have all the resources needed in arts institutions and funding 

institutions, but there is much to draw upon in our own stories . the business of the 

arts is an immense topic . Business of art and art in business is a notion that needs 

to be reconciled . there are some that push for art as entrepreneurship, which is an 

important concept but is often not programming that is delivered for artists . yet being 

an artist is an entrepreneurial endeavor . 

Planning and setting goals is important every day: long term and short term goals . If 

you want to make your living from your art, be in a gallery, sell work, or have it as part 

of your lifestyle, this is a conversation you need to have with yourself .
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When she was starting out she felt overwhelmed but found support in a network of 

colleagues and mentors . If you have an intermediary (art dealer, agent), that is more 

rare . every relationship you cultivate is important . there are a lot of amazing people 

around you . relationships are important . 

In order to make a living — there are different contacts and relationships you need: 

artists, mentors, galleries, curators, etc . 

tips from ontario artists:

Shirley Cheechoo: greatest inspiration is the land, and we have a responsibility  

to the land as indigenous artists .

Jordan Bennett
From nL, doing an Ma at okanagan university . Is a full-time practicing artist . he is 

honored to be given so many wonderful opportunities . Special things are happening for 

indigenous artists . they are not just artists or a community we are a family . 

All nations are working together to find new expressive capacity for a stronger voice. 

Quote: “My people will sleep for 100 years, but when they awake, it will be the artists 

who give them their spirit back .” — Louis riel

Many routes to take with your art: galleries, public spaces, in communities, etc . has 

worked with nL aboriginal Women’s network . Produced a CD of songs with Maggie Paul . 

Feel free to ask questions . Connections in communities here, in your own community, 

in your province, region, nation, and internationally . has been to australia, 

PeI — teaching a course that is giving people voices at a young age . 
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ursula Johnson
Acknowledged her auntie for being one of her mentors. Excited to see so many people 

coming into this space . Comes wearing the hat of full-time practicing artist but is also 

a board member for artsnS, has worked with Prismatic, and was on the steering 

committee for Petapan .

In 2010, a forum was held to hear from artists . She introduced herself as an artist 

who is willing to do whatever she has to. Traditional art making, painting, film, 

weaving — shifts are necessary as an indigenous art maker — adaptability is important . 

In 2006, when nations in a Circle held art showcases at Dal there was a 3 day festival . 

When she went to nSCaD, she made a bold statement that she was an artist who 

is indigenous, not an indigenous artist . as she progressed through her years as a 

student, she had the idea of weaving a basket around herself . her grandmother was ok 

with whatever her as long as she was weaving .

She began the basket project encasing herself in a basket and she was learning and 

she wasn’t getting it right . First too dry, then too wet, falling apart . She kept at it for 

two days and still wasn’t inside her basket . She asked the other women for help . they 

showed her that she needed a strong foundation before there can be growth . then the 

basket was started with a strong foundation, she had learned the nuances. The next 

day, splints were added . once the basket was above waist height, she realized she 

couldn’t get out of her basket and needed to reach out for help . It became more and 

more interactive, and once the basket was up to her neck, people interacted less and 

were curious about how she was going to get out . the vessel she had encased herself 

in, reaching out to elders and to others to make a cultural cocoon for herself — she felt 

like a caterpillar who might emerge as a butterfly or a caterpillar with ambition to learn.
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Most important lesson: she now identified as an aboriginal artist — and she learned to 

ask for help, to work in a community setting . She learned from nSCaD how to see, 

how to speak, how to engage with cultural institutions, and how to speak about what 

she is passionate about, how to relate them to others and integrate the ideas of others 

into what she is doing . She waited for two years to apply to Canada Council and then 

applied to study how to balance the relationship with the land . Louise connected her 

to other people who were doing similar things and who had knowledge to share . the 

work she is doing for artsnS is important, too — she feels that a network needs to be 

created . She is happy to be here with all of you . 

Question and answer Period
nancy (potter, beadwork) — how do you make a business with galleries?

a lot of galleries give you funds every time you show . CarFaC fees with group and 

solo shows . Look on google for CarFaC . artist fees depend from show to show — solo, 

group, touring shows . Canada is special for that . In the uS there are no artist fees .

ursula: 

• another thing: the world of art is complicated . hard to cover the business of art 

in 1 .5 hrs .

• Commercial galleries: no fees but dealers buy the work . 

• Public and university galleries: must give artist fees . Depends on a blend of 

CarFaC and the % of the operating budget of the gallery .

• Main income is not from shows . She accesses a lot of grants through public 

funding: regionally, provincially, and federally . Main source of income is speaking 

gigs and commissions (register for hSt — different for on and off reserve) .
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• Fine-tune an area that really interests you and research it, talk about it,  

write about it .

• Many of us are entrepreneurs, but less formally .

gilbert Sewell: he lives near a river that takes a life a year . the name of the 

river — make an offering to the river every year . his spirit name means “I see” . now 

when she spoke of making the basket, he remembers that he was taught never to 

interrupt his grandmother when she was making a basket because through making 

she was praying . When she gave the basket she gives it to her daughter and puts her 

dreams into the basket . If you don’t take out of the basket, you won’t accomplish it . 

he is a storyteller, sculptor, and knows medicines . you’re a creator when you make art . 

the people of the dawn are up half an hour before the sunrise in order to be up before 

the sun comes up . Was raised by artists, basketmakers, storytellers . 

Pauline young (visual artist): Business licence; at what point does one need one? how 

does it work on reserve/off reserve?

Ursula: After a earning a certain amount of money, you need to charge taxes and 

need a business license . each province is different . If you want to register an actual 

business, access nB, access nS, etc . can tell you how to register a business . running a 

business is very different than reporting as a sole proprietor . 
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Question: Comment on being registered as a business and how that affects you in 

applying for grants . 

Ursula: T4A — for a $20K project, you must keep every single expense receipt to write 

off as an expense in a big envelope. 

Businesses are not eligible for grants . Individuals, collectives, and organizations can 

apply for grants . If you apply for a grant, the project must be separate from your 

business . 

If your main focus is retail — distribution, resale — then you need to register as a 

business . If it’s just you making art, stay as an individual . If it’s a gallery you want 

to run, look into artist-run centres . there is an organization to network artist-run 

centres that run gallery spaces and a small shop — this could register as a non-profit 

organization . 

Question: emerging practices. How can you manage all the networks, finding an 

accountant, etc . 

Ursula: Applied for grants, filed taxes, and discovered that grants are taxable income. 

When you apply for a grant, be prepared for rejection . keep applying . ask for feedback . 

For help and tips that will help you improve your chances . Same for galleries — if you 

don’t get in, try again and ask questions to improve your application .

CarFaC — schedule of fees — very important . there are CarFaC rates for auctions as 

well — when donating work . 
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Margaret Pelletier — how do you price your items? 

everyone struggles with this . Many indigenous artists underprice their work . 

Find a local certified appraiser who knows your area of practice. Trading for services is 

also possible . ursula trades art for appraisal and accounting services . 

When you price things, factor in all the costs of your materials . then mark your hours . 

Pay yourself a fair wage . Look at what other people are selling it for . 

ash costs money — none in nS — have to purchase it from nB . often the materials are 

unavailable . Materials and practice . 

Shane Perley-Dutcher — has seen areas where baskets are sold at high prices and 

also areas where they are sold cheaply . Most buyers don’t understand the process . 

all they see is what is in front of them . Where he sees them sold for more, the buyer 

is educated at the same time to justify the price . you can’t buy traditional baskets in 

WalMart . Prices need to go up consistently . It’s not about greed, it’s about fairness . 

Wholesale . up your hourly wage and multiply by 2 .2 . Make it twice the price because 

that’s the price it would sell for in a store . 

Comments on grants that are rejected: budget unreasonable, unbalanced budget, 

project description needs to be strengthened, support material weak (quality 

documentation) . hire a professional photographer — it makes a world of difference . 

or if your work is in a show, ask if there will be photos taken that you can use going 

forward . Project descriptions need to boil down to 2-3 sentences that are really clear . 

Put the strongest images in your support materials portfolio . 
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Question from a performing artist, public educator . Performing artists — how do we set 

standards for earning through private gigs, grants, etc.? How to set fees in non-profit 

performing arts setting?

Performing arts — dance, theatre, music . Many work through production companies . 

CarFaC also can help determine fees . ask production companies how much it costs to 

run the performance, etc . Cover gas, food, accommodations, salaries, etc .

easier to price a tangible thing than a performance .

CarFaC wants more engagement with indigenous artists . they will prioritize 

attendance grants for indigenous artists to attend their meeting . 
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2: DISSeMInatIng Work In atLantIC ProVInCeS

Panel: Wanda nanibush (Curator Justina M . Barnicke gallery)

 Joshua Jamieson (Communications Officer NFLD/Labrador Arts Council) 

 Stan hill (Chair, nLaC)

Moderator: France trepanier (Curator and researcher of kanien kehaka)

Facilitator: Vanessa Moller: Deputy Director artsnb

Introduction: France
Let’s get to know each other, who you are, why you are here and why you have chosen 

to come to this panel:

• How to help artist/fine crafters grow?

• What do artists have to say about the Canadian heritage funding?

• how can we disseminate various art forms and what is new and what we can 

learn?

• Learn to help community art businesses grow .

• Musician interested in blending into other art forms .

• how to better serve the community access of art funding .

• Student who is studying and is open learning about any information with having 

an arts practice .

• to learn about marketing .

• one of the roles of the arts council is to disseminate .

• reconnecting with art practice and wanting to learn what is going on now .

• Screaming “disseminate this” since the 1970s . Long overdue .

• Is hoping to connect with people to address the problem of dissemination that is 

happening in communities .

• hoping to help make links to help the student in aboriginal programs .

• how can we as Canada Council help better support aboriginal artists .
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By having an opening of introductions helped everyone recognized their roles and how 

we are all in a room with different knowledge to help one another .

More exhibitions allow our work to grow and we are getting to know who we are.

It opens up the ability to be seen to take on exhibitions as much as you can. Working 

in a group may help financially.

Doing exhibitions allows you be recognized as a professional artist and be taken 

seriously .

When you are in a business of arts, the money you get back from selling the work is a 

very low percentage. Especially when you are traveling to exhibitions you are part of.

This time that we are taking to gather is allowing us all to influence one another.

We don’t want to create pillars of different work . But sometimes you need to . So there 

are different levels of acceptance .

We need to explain more of our work. This educates people> and helps them 

understand> and the more it becomes accepted> the more we have a gatherings like 

this> and become more professional with what we do> more opportunities will come 

our way .

Dissemination Models:

Festival: Multi-arts is more interesting because it brings more people together . Building 

a network across the country and networking with one and other is important .
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Dissemination is a network of people . Figuring out how we can build that outside of 

your region, nation, and the rest of the world .

Indigenous: Claiming space . Placing Indigenous artist to have their own place . a 

Constant hub . For people to always go to .

artist residencies are changing: they are shifting more collaborations and other art 

forms .

Which creates innovation .

It’s who you know not what you know .

Because the Indigenous artist group is small so it is important for us to help one 

another and share networks .

More festivals!

Series Model:

no one offs . Multiples . red reviews: Music venue . People from all over the world . open 

arts mic . theatre, music, comedy etc . to test their new material .

all arts are forms of literacy . the language of art helps all disciplines .

Mixing the audiences helps with the language of Literacy with the arts.

Builds a network for artists who come into town . revisiting artists continue to come 

annually .
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And helping those artists who come into town for exhibitions and performance venues, 

and vice versa .

Build a collective . artists’ collectives allow a group to pitch a complete show or put up 

individual shows .

gallery power system — can be broken down a bit with shows put on by collectives .

Need to look at mixing disciplines instead of keeping disciplines separate. 

networks in between for festivals — moving from one festival to another . 

Pow-wow is already a network . high functioning . and area to being in disseminating 

mulit-disciplinary art shows . 

avenues of gathering and networking of artists .

But nobody funds Pow-wow’s!

online bios of artists . 

People who are looking for artists’ work . If there are no artist bios, there is no way to 

know who the artists are . needs to be put into a book if a symposium like this is going 

to happen . huge networking opportunity and they don’t know who to talk to .
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What would be helpful to gather all the curators and meet the artists?

It’s difficult because there is less infrastructure. Where can we host this? But must get 

things moving and happening .

If you don’t have any infrastructure, create it . We need that for indigenous artists, 

because it sustains everything else .

the importance of an Indigenous artist mapping . helps curators .

a community involved project .

Expand the websites for the bios of artists. Next step.

Hyper-texted map for only Indigenous artists: across the country.

Working together in your community with other artists to build a more  

multi-disciplinary Pow-wow .

every reserve should have an arts and culture center and artist residency .

know who your audience is and where your audience is . Before you go on the internet, 

it is important to know your audience .

Choose the social Medias that would benefit you. Understand what it offers you and 

what it would do to help you to promote yourself on this type of social media .
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great thing about social media, it is low cost or no cost . you don’t have to invest much 

time .

Link your social networks together . one click . goes to all apps .

Share information on the network that works best .

things that are lengthy do not belong on twitter, but more for Facebook .

using hashtags to link with other things . this allows you and others to thread the like-

minded .

Writers can do readings on YouTube. Be creative and think outside the box while using 

the social media networks .

any discipline can use social networks .

understand the platforms of the social networks and mold it with what will work for you 

and your audience .

Social media allows you to push yourself and your work out there without it being “in 

your face .”

you don’t have to sell the steak, you just have to sell the sizzle .

Social media allows you to share the process of your art and project . People like to see 

the process and be engaged . you always need to keep a new selling way in mind .
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always share a new perspective . 

arts councils: grant writing workshops . helps take the intimidation away from the 

application process . after workshops they would pass along the feedback to funders 

and community .

Survey: 3 months: spoke to the community to create a dialog on topics and discussions 

they wanted to know about it . and platforms they would like to see .

12 part series: each session is focused on one platform: twitter, Facebook etc .

Content development: value of artist .

north coast of Labrador: no roads . a Social network could help the artists to branch 

out . But Internet connection is very low . this leaves Labrador artists stuck and out 

of the loop . only a few break through . there are many people who need help . It is a 

challenge . no cell phones either . 

The thing that is holding you back may be benefiting you, because it is so unique. 

People become obsessed with getting there . Instead of trying to get out, try to bring 

people in .

Create an annual event to bring people in .

Connect local with international to bring everyone there .

a small town brings more of an intimate setting of networking and building stronger 

relationships .
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need for more programs in nFLD/Labrador for travel .

We are all part of tourism product . Conferences want aboriginal art .

twitter allows you to share your work and connect with people all around the world .

People pay attention . even if they are not liking or commenting .

how do we connect and get access for artists?

Canada Council: Art services unit: Job is to do that. They send program officers to do 

workshops in communities .

Canada Council partners with a local delivery service to get the information to and 

from the organizations who are have difficulties accessing information in and out.

Put the power in the community . Create and build partnerships .
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3: the roLe oF artS CounCILS

Panelists: reg Winsor, nLaC; akoulina Connell, artsnb; Steve Loft, Canada Council; 

Darrin White, PeICa; Chris Shore, artsnS .

Moderator: natalie Sappier

Facilitator: Joshua Jamieson

In introducing the panel, both facilitator and moderator read panelists biographies from 

the program . once introduced, the panelists gave an overview of their respective arts 

boards and councils . 

regInaLD — talked about the foundation of the newfoundland and Labrador arts 

Council in 1980 . he mentioned the council has nine professional programs, and a 

partnership with artists in the Schools programs . reg talked about how the council 

also seeks support from the public and private sector . It supports the following artistic 

disciplines: dance, film, multidiscipline, music, theatre, visual art, and writing. He also 

gave an overview of the different programs, and how much money is available in each 

one . 

QueStIon — Would like to see drummers from St . John’s being supported to go to 

Labrador . a $5,000 .00 grant is not enough for groups of artists to travel .

QueStIon — What qualifies as a festival? This inquirer felt that they needed more 

support in helping organizations differentiate the professional aspects of their activities, 

and the community oriented ones, or non-professional .

ChrIS — gave background on the history of arts councils in nova Scotia, and talked 

about the formation of the new arts board, arts nova Scotia . he gave an overview of 
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how legislation was passed in nova Scotia in 2011 to create an arm’s length agency 

that would oversee professional arts support in the province . Chris outlined the 

programs, and also mentioned the partnership with artsSmarts; he talked about anS’s 

new programs — artsVest, the aPaF residency, and the arts equity Funding Initiative, in 

partnership with the Canada Council for the arts . Chris described the grant application 

and jury processes as conducted by anS .

akouLIna — talked about artsnb, its programing, and staff . the four components of 

granting opportunities, the Circle of elders, the fact that artsnb does not offer support 

for groups, and the Professionalization of Promotion program . akou also made a point 

about how grant writing is a skill that needs to be learned, practiced and perfected . 

She talked about how it is the job of the councils and boards, mostly through their 

program officers, but also with the help of particularly engaged individuals at the grass 

root level, is to help artists develop grant writing skills, not only to become successful 

applicants at the provincial level, but federally as well . In the case of artsnb, they 

currently have engaged, in temporary contracts, two aboriginal artists who provide 

outreach support . 

akou also described the arm’s length status of an arts board or council, and how 

politicians and bureaucrats can’t interfere with how money is distributed to artists .

DarrIn — Described how the PeICa support for artists is divided into two main areas, 

grants and residencies. With the grants program the PEICA provides financial support 

to professional artists through programs for Creation & Production, Dissemination 

(to share new work to new audiences) and Professional Development (for which non-

professional artists are eligible if they demonstrate sufficient skill and promise for a 

professional career) . 
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through residencies and studios the PeICa provides other opportunities for funding 

tied with building connections to communities . these include residencies with the aPaF 

group as well as project done in collaboration with other, Island-based, partners .

QueStIon — are the residency programs just to go to the four atlantic Provinces? Can 

applicants request funding to go anywhere in the world?

ChrIS — Offered how the APAF program is designed to exchange residencies between 

the four Atlantic Provinces only, but that Arts Nova Scotia, for example, has programs 

that provide travel funds to do residencies anywhere in the world, and other activities . 

akou — Informed that artsnb has similar programs for travel and residencies . She 

suggested the inquirer contacted their own provincial arts funder for more clarification. 

SteVe — Acknowledged Mi’kmaq territory. Steve described the six disciplinary sections 

on the Canada Council for the arts: Music, theatre, Visual arts, Media arts, Inter-arts, 

and Writing and Publishing . 

Steve described Canada Council programs, and explained how Aboriginal artists can 

apply to any and all programs, but how they also have access to the aboriginal arts 

program, where only aboriginal artists are eligible . 

Steve acknowledged that aboriginal artists are underserved by Canada Council, 

and how change should be implemented to make sure programs are appropriate for 

practicing artists. He talked about how the first major re-structuring of the Aboriginal 

Arts office at Canada Council in 20 years is about to happen. 
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QueStIon — Funding is low for newfoundland and Labrador, how much access do we 

have to someone who can help us fill out an application?

SteVe — answered talking about the CCa arts Service unit .

QueStIon — What’s the difference between travel grants, and residency grants?

(Steve answered)

QueStIon — Could I get a grant to go to a trade show? 

SteVe — Not from CCA, except, perhaps, through the Aboriginal Arts office, if discussed 

first with Steve.

ChrIS — Stressed the importance of calling in, of talking to a program officer, to ask 

many questions . 

QueStIon — are arts councils in Canada all publicly funded? (Steve answered) .

QueStIon — Would it be possible to connect artists in the far north with corporations 

who are already traveling through the north to coordinate the transportation of artists, 

artwork, and arts equipment? Perhaps with the possibility that these corporations 

would offer free transportation for the arts?

reg — talked about Business and the arts .

akou — talked more about artsVest .

QueStIon — Who makes decisions at artsVest? (Chris answered)
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QueStIon — Would arts councils broker between artists and artsVest? (general 

discussion, no clear answer) .

akou — talked about how private foundations support the arts in nB .

QueStIon — are there grants for hiring grant writers? not presently .

SteVe — Described the CCa arts Service unit in more detail .

QueStIon — Can I apply to all arts funders? 

akou — talked more about how learning to become successful obtaining funding at the 

provincial level helps becoming successful at the federal level also .

SteVe — talked about how aboriginal artists have twice the success rate than all other 

applicants to the CCa . 

DarrIn — Explained how you have to be very specific with the language and the 

project description .

SteVe — Talked about eligible expenses and artist fees. 

QueStIon — Do I have to report after about what I did? Do I have to include a budget 

with my report?
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Here the conversation allowed for each panelist to explain how it work from province 

to province, going from very open ended for the Aboriginal Arts office at CCA, 

requesting only a short description of what had been done, or not done; how arts nova 

Scotia requests the short description, and a final budget, and how Newfoundland and 

Labrador has extensive and detailed final report forms for each program. 

QueStIon — Must funders insist on contemporary art . how are arts councils 

conciliating traditional aboriginal arts with access to funding?

SteVe — talked about how Pow Wow dancers should be funded . 

akou — In the jury system, there is work to be done in ensuring that critical diversity 

is better understood (the cultural value of indigenous art versus euro-centric art) . at 

present, on average only two applications from indigenous artists have success in nB . 

this needs to change, and we hope that this symposium gets us on the way .

time out .
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LIterary artS/StoryteLLIng

Date: august 16, 2014

Moderator: akoulina Connell

Speakers: Shalan Joudry, gilbert Sewell

• Storytelling in nB: the uptake for storytelling in artsnb grant programs has been 

very low .

• awareness around storytelling is fairly low among publishers; education needs to 

happen .

• generation now has more opportunities as storytellers, being thankful to previous 

generations .

• Poetry as carving with words .

• Stories a way to capture histories .

• Poetry capturing a large universal in small moments and analogies .

• natural inner rhythm part of First nation cultural arts . there is rhythm in writing .

• Wanted to find own way, find own way of expression and rules of story or writing 

instead of an institutionalized way .

• Creating and writing is medicine for you and it is also medicine for others .

• Literature also a way to show people another truth .

• Have to hone your own craft because your style or way of writing may not fit 

literary taste of the time .

• Need to have literary arts so that other textures and nuances of the culture 

permeate out .

• Fluid boundaries between storytelling, spoken word and literary writing .

• Transferring stories from oral to written in some cases is difficult — stories don’t 

sit onto the page in the same way .
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• Taking away language and trying to make it fit a mold — an established or new 

poetic or literary form .

• Learning to become a storyteller by listening to stories .

• Storytelling: wide audience — schools, universities, etc .

• Lonely profession and sometimes can be hard to find other writers to work with 

and network with; need a writers’ community .

• at what level do you need to be at (as storyteller and writer) in order to send 

something out to be considered?

• how do you create networks so you are recognized in the community?

• Stories carry wisdom .

• For storytelling, it helps to have aids to keep you on track .

• hard to ensure that stories from the elders are recorded properly .

• Challenge to find/meet audience in isolated or rural areas.

• Self-publishing is becoming a viable option for authors, although this has other 

challenges, like who edits your work?

• Page or forum online to share and discuss .

• We still need to keep oral traditions alive because the visceral tradition gives us a 

way to deliver them, to mold them, to react to the audience .

• Careful to not lose sense of storytelling .

• you need to read your audience in storytelling .

• oral storytelling has an aliveness that written word does not have .

• Levels of permissions in 3 levels: personal story, community story, the sacred 

story . Community stories need to be negotiated . Sacred stories are meant to be 

kept in the oral tradition . requires a level of respect .

• Important to talk to elders for permission on community stories .

• Lots of organizations that can be accessed for further information on how the 

publishing industry works .

• Storytellers should see their art as a professional practice .
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• negotiating contracts can also be challenging: need to understand royalties and 

rights .

• Writers need to know their rights and who to speak to .

• editorial process is important .

• need for aboriginal editors who have the knowledge and cultural sensitivity .
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MuSIC anD PerForMIng artS

gary Sappier

1960s 1970s — aboriginal Music — Social Change

• Buffy St-Marie, robbie robertson, many more .

• Country, Western, rock, Jazz, Blues .

Mid 70s

• Experimenting with communication technology.

• aboriginal programs .

• Support from aboriginal Communities and audiences/ government .

• First nation radio stations were formed such as: nCIF .

Promote east Coast Music and aboriginal artists .

Q: What kind of programming is available for aboriginal artists?

CCa/ FaCtor/ artsnb/ nLaC .

Shalan Sayadi

Challenges and opportunities

• eurocentric tradition — it is a challenge of thinking from a different perspective .

• Defend the art — an extra layer on the artist (it doesn’t need to be there and it is 

not about the art itself) .

• Isolation — trying very hard to put the work out there and always being faced 

with stigmas .
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• the work is not seen as being professional . the participation from the community 

needs to be the same as mainstream communities . 

• Burden needs to be taken off the shoulders of artists . If programs can’t be 

accessed by you as an artist, there must be something else . If there are people 

who do not want to support your work it is not your responsibility to educate 

them .

“Why aren’t you doing more stuff from/with your community so that you can get 

support? Why are you not getting support from your community?” (that’s where 

the support should be) .
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VISuaL artS anD FIne CraFt

Speakers: aLan SyLIBoy, urSuLa JohnSon

Facilatator: Darren WhIte

alan Syliboy

the important thing/starting career . Shirley Bear recruited him . there were not many 

artists and she took him under his wing and he started first painting lesson.

the idea was to bring workshops on native communities which was very progressive in 

that time . 1970s .

a couple years ago he taken part in a show which was juried by all aboriginal juries . 

Which shows how far behind we still are .

Went on the road . Maine . he learned from the people from the new england area, and 

moved through the Maritimes to study the petroglyphs .

Studying from the ancestors is what awakened him as an artist .

had a book that had all the tribes in the area . Mikmaw motifs were differ from others .

It was very special . he studied it all his life to ethically identify Mikmaw designs .

Went to nSCaD a year and a half .

Didn’t want anyone to guide his painting, so he didn’t stay too long .
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The important experience was that it helped him network.

he would stay in the coffee place for hours and hours, where he was able to talk and 

meet new people, artists or not .

First time that Shirley Bear took him to new england . If you are young . you can travel 

young . the world is a small place . But through traveling, the world becomes bigger .

Primarily a painter . Mainly visual . animitation . Installation . new horizons all the time . 

Peter St Clair . “two Stone Canoes” . these stories were not tampered with . others were 

translated and contaminated . 

they were written down for the original Mikmaw speaker, which took 4 years to 

translate because it was a 100 yrs . old .

Working on an animation project right now which is part 2 of “Little thunder” . It will 

be out in the spring . Which is a rendition of the “two Stone Canoes” . Which talks 

about Little thunder learning from their mother about their culture and survival . the 

man becoming the man . Which he goes on to be a hunter with his father . It will be a 

children’s book which will be short listed for a Master’s award this year .

these teachings, to him, are timeless . these stories help keep our identity .

his newest project is: “the Path We Share” . Collaborations with Franny Francis, 

Courtney Leonard, and Charles Doucette . a ship harbor residency by the water . Where 

they studied and got inspired by stories of the whale . Where they came together 

and talked about this project . the parallel lives we share with the whales . this many 
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whales, this many Mikmaw . this many Mikmaw this many whales . a constant survival .

It reminds us that we are water people . and this project is helping them regain that 

connection .

Q: how do you stay on this path as an artist?

a: It is not an easy path . Someone who sticks with it . It doesn’t pay well . you have to 

network .

I was going to be dependable and consistent . that’s how I see my career . 

and to do a bit of art everyday is sometimes a lot . 

he learned from a friend who was very disciplined . every day he did 20 minutes 

every day without fail. If you put that in your schedule. That is a benefit. It’s a 

simple thing . It’s a muscle which gets stronger .

he was comfortable with unemployment in his early years . For 20 yrs . he raised 

his 3 kids . For 8 years he painted in studio every day . once he got back into his 

practice . I believe in the 10,000 hour thing where you devote to your practice and 

you stay and constantly get focused . and it takes you places you never dreamed of . 

he still paints and will always but not intensely right now .

And with his music, which influenced his strong relationship with his son.

they started a cover band . once they started writing their own music they became 

more involved and known .
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they have been playing for 10 yrs, and are very close friends .

Being in a band and being on arts boards .

I believe you make your own breaks . you don’t wait for someone to give you grant . 

you push ahead and do it . It toughens you up .

he curated a few shows and now is looking for more aboriginal curators .

Q: at what point in your career did you have to make a decision to be a full time artist?

a: the turning point was when he tried to quit . he was really unhappy . and he used to 

drink a lot . one of the main things that made a difference was that he couldn’t make 

art hung-over . So he quit . and the same thing with doing drugs . and it showed him 

how much art was important . Because all the stuff that got in the way, he got rid of it .

ursula Johnson

art in the open, PeI . She is part of the indigenous cultural project . her installation “hot 

Looking” is being presented there .

a project that happened magically . nothing like that had happened before . It came to 

her while she was walking down the street . She came across window spaces . a friend 

of hers was doing a performance which was inspired by Pop Culture and how people 

are fascinated in by the lavish native regalia and people . Wanting to consume, feel, and 

be consumed . and address stereotypes .

She has a strong need to keep doing performances that involve mind and body . the 

“Hot Look” installation was the first time she hired someone to perform.
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It was the first time she stepped up and was watched by the crowd. You have to create 

a shield when doing performance pieces . Because so many people are viewing .

When hiring and working with others she helps them with that . She wants to break 

down the pedestal on being native . Why so much attention? Why do you put me up 

there? She does not like to record people’s reactions. She finds herself as a purist. She 

wants people to experience it when it is happening. But galleries do prefer it because it 

allows them to archive but she is still struggling with that area .

When weaving people with the basket, it was a very private experience, where they 

were able to just talk . Sharing emotions and discussing the subject of identity . She 

knew that the people who were once strangers put trust in her hands while she was 

weaving the basket with the sharp tools that are made for basket weaving .

Which she will be performing again in Winnipeg . her goal is get 200 portraits done 

within a 3 yr span . there are 200 ways to prove how Indian someone is by Canadian 

law. She debriefs after all the volunteers and talk about the experience.

Feedback: it would be more effective when doing it in people’s homes . Where you can 

have a deeper conversation . So you don’t feel everyone is listening to you .

What she has been doing since 2010 is identifying indigenous language and relating it 

to traditional art .

once she knew how strong the connection was with language and tradition and how 

if we don’t practice this art from the language will die from it . It pushed her to know 

more and learn from the elders and learn how to harvest the materials that it would 

take to make traditional art forms like the basket .
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opetek: something is off (project) it’s not quite right .

Questioning ethnicity . activate the public on what is ethnic . ask aboriginals to draw 

what is a basket . and then make the basket . So now they need to be archived right? 

Because they are made by aboriginal artists? What is the true language? Who has the 

power and role to say what is important and not . She will be touring across country in 

the next three years.
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aCCeSS to PuBLIC FunDIng oPPortunItIeS

Facilitator: Joshua Jamieson

* nLaC let the applicants download the jury’s evaluation sheets take a look at it for a 

guide to their application .

Q: the difference between what is available for an individual artist and an arts 

organizations in terms of funding .

• Sectorial organizations for funding with specific disciplines for individual artists.

Q: are there loans for artists?

Q: grants that help with the application process (submitting material): 

Professionalization and Promotion Program (artsnb example).

• application process is not enhancing the opportunities for aboriginal artists to 

receive funding .

Q: Can anything possibly change with the application process that can make the 

process easier for aboriginal artists?

• Continuity with programs and funding .

• have an editor or a mentor help you through the application process .

• Make the process easier — use technology (social media) to help with the grant 

writing process and build a community of resources . Some artists do not feel 

comfortable calling the 1-800 number and can’t clearly outline their ideas and 

needs through email and general technology .

• the layout of the application process is an issue .
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• More opportunities are needed for emerging artists .

• there is a need for revising how an application process works and how to tailor it 

to your project .

• transparency with the adjudication process — let applicants access the evaluation 

sheet .

Q: What are the barriers to accessing the funding?

• not enough money

• travelling prices high (newfoundland and Labrador)

• recognition of discipline issues

• First-time applicant: there is a feeling that one needs to be “in the loop” to be 

successful .  

Getting that first grant is the ticket.

• Isolation in the atlantic provinces .

• Lack of knowledge in the grant writing process and the business of applying . 

there is a need for grant writing mentors and guidance .

• Program officers: are not always able to help for the business side of art.

• Culture and literacy that is linked up with grant writing and application process .

• Intimidating process and vocabulary .

• awareness on what you can and cannot apply for .

• Feedback process — unsuccessful once, get comments . unsuccessful twice get a 

new slew of comments . It can become quite overwhelming .
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Wish list for arts funding opportunities

• Decision-making example

• aboriginal programming: the fact that there is no aboriginal programming in 

some of the atlantic provinces is a big issue . 

• grant writing workshops (come prepared) . easy mentorship opportunity that can 

open up opportunities . 

Leveraging funding

• applying to subsequent agencies . (Municipal, Provincial, national)
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InDIgenouS CuLturaL MaPPIng

• Flexible tool.

• Visual representation of people, relationships, resources, environment, elders/

mentors, galleries, etc .

• Map stories .

• Where can you locate resources?

• aaanaC .

• What to map?

• this could be a part of a larger effort to map things across Canada .

• Centers have this information — but it relies on local knowledge . If you aren’t part 

of the community, there’s no way of knowing about what’s happening .

• What format? Digital or hard?

• Band offices have a list of people on the Reserve of who they can use for cultural 

activities .

• Band offices are a rich resource of people.

• good way to know how to access everyone .

• Communities already have great ‘cultural hubs’ . But the hubs in each community 

should have better synergy .

• there is a danger on completely relying on Council info because they are not 

entirely objective . they choose favourites .

• artsmap in BC .

• google map technology .

• Different kinds of access to information — some things might be sensitive or 

sacred .

• What about people off the grid? that’s where the networks come in, to help 

spread the word .

• a publication of the map would help — like a directory .
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• Participants are responsible for updating their own information .

• It’s not a static thing, it’s evolving over time .

• Where to get funding? 

• When you are touring, who do you contact? the map could be a resource for tour 

groups .

• Venues would be important — where to perform, where to exhibit.

• give funders access to this information .

• a listing is important — where to go for information . Such as where to apply for 

funding, etc .

• Map skills .

• Map supplies and materials .

• traditional harvesting of resources .

• People may not want to share their information — what are the boundaries?

• a map is a colonial tool . how do you indigenize it? aboriginals have had maps 

too, but how are they different than the colonial maps?

• Map connections — how do we get to an artist? etc .

• Website of a network of artists .

• how do you distribute the map if it’s printed? a central hub would be a great 

place for accessing this info in print .

• Should the hub be the arts councils? or do we keep this information in the 

communities?

• Pins and strings that show connections are helpful .

• People are opting out when it’s in the government’s hands .

• Where is the beginning of the map?

• Decolonize our provinces by putting First nations on the map .

• the big question is Who owns the map and Who creates the map .

• Language map .
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• Maps give recognition that Indigenous communities eXISt . our communities are 

often left off of maps . It would be good to be put on the map .

• When you name you reframe .

• It would be a tool for both artists and people looking for artists .

• Supplies and supplies is very important — it would allow dollars to stay in the 

community .

• each asset could have a link .

• Layers on maps — facilities, resources, partnership opportunities . you can decide 

what filters you use.

• Digital repatriation project — artefacts that have been taken can be accessed .

• Layers by languages is important — this is happening in BC and the yukon .

• Maps could start a barter system — find someone who has a resource you need, 

etc .

• People are engaging with the BC artsmap .

• Collapse separation .

• newsletter of additions and changes .

• artists are responsible for putting up their new stuff .

• Waylow .

• unB — Library workers will do digital mapping — government Data and 

geomatics — Siobhan hanratty .

• nSCaD (CogS) .

• Point to people and not necessarily resources .
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PartnerShIPS anD CoLLaBoratIonS

• application assistance .

• Directory of resources .

• resource maps .

• annual symposium in different region each year .

• national multi-arts network — like aboriginal curatorial collective .

• Interaction with artists/programs/curators beyond atlantic region .

• open up non-native organizations to native artists .

• national network .

• encyclopedia of contemporary indigenous artists in nS — keeping it up to date is a 

challenge .

• It would be nice to know what attendees want to learn, in what ways they are 

interested in collaborating, and what areas/topics they want to explore.

• agree trading of resources .

• Mapping resource in the local band office.

• annual workshops .

Indigenous Cultural Mapping
• Connecting hubs .

• Facebook — MIa .

• Links to artists .

• natural materials/suppliers .

• Venues of exhibition/performance.

• native speakers teaching history/language .

• Connecting to big events in the maritimes .

• Links to tourism web pages .

• event pages for municipalities/cities .
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• Community involvement .

• Maps give recognition .

• What to map — organizations, facilities, heritage, history/stories, resources, 

artists, events & festivals .

Business needs & resources
• Collectives .

• Mentorships .

• Studio space .

• raw materials .

• Funding .

• art service organizations .

• Indigenous art service organizations needed for region .

• Internships .

• Computer literacy .

• Community bulletin boards to advertise .

• education to pass on skills in regards to preparing materials artists are using in 

their work (ash, hide, road kill) .

• Tax information (making claims on home studio, art supplies, etc.).

• native resources are dwindling due to wasteful hunters, etc .

access to Funding opportunities
• knowing where to look .

• apply multiple applications .

• Video applications .

• Junior experience.

• Cultural aspect of saying professional artist .
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• emerging artists — when do they apply?

• use of language .

• Many apply only once .

• reluctance to take away from pot .

• Barriers to access .

• I need to learn how to write professional emails .

• My school won’t update their arts tools — can I apply for funding on behalf of the 

school?

• access is facilitated when programs and processes and paperwork is developed 

from the ground up — in other words, developed from what people are already 

engaged in .

• More applications push the government to expand the grant bank.

• Hiring someone with the expertise of writing proposals — minimizing trial and 

error in applying for public funding .

• Funding for emerging artists .

• Decentralizing the programs .
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• Collectives .

• Mentorships .

• Studio space .

• raw materials .

• Funding .

• art service organizations .

• Indigenous art service organizations needed for region .

• Internships .

• Computer literacy .

• Community bulletin boards to advertise .

• education to pass on skills in regards to preparing materials artists are using in 

their work (ash, hide, road kill) .

• Tax information (making claims on home studio, art supplies, etc.).

• native resources are dwindling due to wasteful hunters, etc .
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